Sonata Software  
Team Meeting #1

Date: 1/29/08  
Start Time: 9:30pm  
End Time: 9:40pm  
Location: RB328

Members Present: 5/6  
Aleksandr Spektor  
Nicholas Hogan  
Christopher Vincek  
Heimdall Imbert  
Trevor March

Notes

1. Client Meetings:  
   Meetings will be at 2:00 PM on Fridays (starting this Friday) to accommodate Mr. Spektor who does not have access to a helicopter at the moment. Mr. Vincek, Mr. Imbert, and Mr. Spektor will be available to attend at that time.

2. Team Song  
   Mr. Spektor has been nominated to complete the team song

3. Website  
   Mr. Imbert is working on the website at the moment, he will ask Dr. Lederman for details associated with merging the data between the two oracle accounts

4. Homework

   Sonata is required to read the handout given out at the 1/29 class

   Sonata will present the following article in class on 2/5/08:  

   Individual team members may read the following article to be presented by Innosmart (although Mr. Vincek couldn’t care less if you actually do)  

5. Team positions:  
   Mr. Vincek will send out an email indicating all team member positions later in the week